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Havas Commerce was present AT PARIS RETAIL 
WEEK for the second consecutive year

Vincent Mayet, Havas Commerce founder and CEO presented our latest B2B survey 
at the Paris Retaik Week 2022 plenary opening.  

Our study "Understand the commerce mutations in a world in crisis" conducted on 
more than 300 commerce professionals (with a focus on China, the UK, the USA 
and France) highlights the current tensions and changes in the sector around 4 main 
axes: "A tense global context", "What is turbulence means for consumer 
behavior", "Retailer's model" and "Let's project ourselves into the near future".   

You can contact us if you want the full survey : elisa.le-breton-morlet@havas.com 

They talked about us
UNDERSTAND 
THE UNDERGOING CHANGES OF COMMERCE 

IN A WORLD IN CRISIS

mailto:elisa.le-breton-morlet@havas.com


OUR 2022 RETAILERS STUDY FOR PARIS RETAIL WEEK HAS 
ALREADY AROUSED PROFESSIONALS ENTHUSIASM 

Havas Commerce Team wants to thank all who helped in the study’s first phase by recording strategic videos 
or asking retail clients and prospects to participate in answering the questionnaire this year.  
 

Be prepared for the next year one to come!  
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STUDY METHODOLOGY

Havas Commerce survey conducted from August 4 to 
September 9 2022, on a sample of 305 leading 
commerce professionals from 15 countries with a 
focus on 4 main markets: France, UK, USA and China. 
The survey was based on a 37-question questionnaire. 

Writers and contributors: Vincent Mayet, Matthieu 
Loitron, Maxime Sabot and Elisa Le Breton-Morlet. 
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Havas Commerce was present AT PARIS RETAIL 
WEEK for the second consecutive year

• Inflation, the issue that retailers are most concerned about

• Price more than ever is the 1st commerce argument

• Repeated crises make commerce more omnichannel than ever

• Retailers have sized up the crisis to help consumers’ purchasing power

• New growth channels are developed by retailers

• 2 fronts to manage: short term (responding to consumers’ concerns on a daily basis) and 
the long term (structuring and innovating to adapt and transform their model)

7 KEY POINTS TO REMEMBER 

INFLATION
93% of retailers say that inflation has an impact on their business and for half of them, it is the issue that concerns them 
the most.

THE PRICE, more than ever the 1st commerce argument 
93% of retailers consider the price question as a priority for consumers. 

Repeated CRISIS make commerce more omnichannel than ever
Click-and-collect, payment through digital wallet, drive-thru and fast deliveries are no longer fringe phenomena.

RETAILERS HAVE SIZED UP THE CRISIS.
Low prices, special offers and new loyalty programs are the retailers' tools to counteract inflation, decline in store traffic 
and to help consumers' purchasing power.

NEW GROWTH CHANNELS are developed by retailers 

More than 1 in 3 retailers have developed partnerships, engaged in social commerce or implemented contextual 
commerce / content commerce elements.

FRENCH RETAILERS are more cautious about technological innovations and Web 3.0

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

TWO FRONTS TO MANAGE: THE SHORT AND LONG TERM7.
Respond on a daily basis to the needs and concerns of consumers. 
Structure and innovate to adapt and transform their model.



https://bit.ly/3zf5KgW

GET YOUR STUDY FOR FREE 
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1/ 
Ads of the month



Meta (Philippines) Magic from you 
Meta launched a campaign with different mini-stories to reinforce the group parenting and 
highlight the creativity and passion behind Instagram, Facebook, WhatsApp, and Messenger user 
posts. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iLG0oP68P28


eBay (France) L’appareil Photo - The camera  
eBay launched a new campaign that portrays a young girl willing to do anything to restore her 
father's old film camera. A spot as touching as surprising by its final twist. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HzfGEgNIsak


John Lewis (UK) For all Life’s Moments 
A John Lewis Spot full of emotion that tells us the unique and authentic bond between a father and 
his little girl.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnKy52s1GyE


Boulanger (France) Nouvel Appart - New apartment  
Boulanger launched a film that emphasizes the brand's closeness to its customers with 
sensitivity and tenderness.

http://www.culturepub.fr/videos/nouvel-appart/


Walmart (USA) All the ways we holiday  
The Holiday season has officially started for Walmart with a spot highlighting the unique 
traditions and ways customers celebrate Christmas.

https://www.adsoftheworld.com/campaigns/all-the-ways-we-holiday


2/ 
News from 
leaders



News 
From  

Amazon

Source: BBC

Amazon has officially revealed the debut of Amazon 
Access. 

Amazon Access, released on October 3, is a new hub that 
centralizes the platform's programs, discounts, and 
features to make purchases at a lesser cost. 
 

The business has also announced that a reduced option 
of Prime membership, established in 2017, would be 
renamed Prime Access. 

Amazon Access will provide information to consumers in 
the United States about payment choices such as SNAP 
EBT and Amazon Layaway. 

Source: BBC

Amazon's Astro robot remains in development. 

The new pet-detection feature appears to change the 
'being away from a cherished animal more bearable'. 
Astro is able to give you a brief video of your pet if it 
comes across it while monitoring your property. You can 
also appear on Astro's display if your pet misses you as 
much as you miss it or if it wants to hear a familiar voice. 

Amazon also introduced the option to teach Astro to 
recognize windows and doors in your house, allowing it 
to notify you through picture and text if they are open or 
closed when they shouldn't be. You may also instruct 
Astro to inspect a certain window or door that you have 
already told it about. 

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2022/10/04/amazon-to-launch-new-ecommerce-hub-for-affordable-shopping-options/ 

https://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2022/09/amazon-gives-its-astro-robot-new-abilities-but-still-no-general-availability/ 

 

Credit: Charged Credit:Amazon



News 
From  

Amazon

Source: BBC

A recent video on the company's scientific blog shows 
a new "pinch-grasping" robot technology. 

It might one day replace some Amazon warehouse or 
help them execute their tasks. Instead of a new gripping 
device, the proof-of-concept machine employs an off-the-
shelf metal pincher.  

However, it may pick up a new object every three 
seconds and drop it on a metal chute. At the rate shown 
in the video, Amazon claims that robots can handle more 
than 1,000 things per hour, which means it can choose 
and store products multiple times faster than a human 
worker. 

Source: BBC

Amazon is expanding its involvement in the fashion 
industry by creating physical retail stores. 

The new shop is located in Columbus, Ohio. It is the first 
Amazon « Style store » - the giant's new physical stores 
dedicated to clothing, shoes, and accessories - in the 
Midwest and the second in the US. 

The store's layout uses technology to improve and 
streamline the shopping process. Customers can drop off 
products directly at the store's pickup counter to 
purchase them by scanning the QR code attached to the 
company's shopping app. Also, customers can find 
special clothing and a selection of staff-selected extras in 
the fitting rooms. They can rate products to receive real-
time updates and quickly deliver additional designs and 
sizes requests. 

https://www.vox.com/recode/2022/9/27/23373588/amazon-warehouse-robots-manipulation-picker-stower 

https://www.retaildive.com/news/amazon-style-opens-second-fashion-retail-store-ohio-los-angeles/634381/  

 

Credit: Vox Credit: Retail Wire 

https://www.vox.com/recode/2022/9/27/23373588/amazon-warehouse-robots-manipulation-picker-stower
https://www.retaildive.com/news/amazon-style-opens-second-fashion-retail-store-ohio-los-angeles/634381/


Source: BBC

Walmart is collaborating with a collectibles 
manufacturer to create a gamified, blockchain-based 
omnichannel service to compete with eBay. 

 
In partnership with NECA (National Entertainment 
Collectibles Association), Walmart is developing AutoT, a 
new digital collectable marketplace. AutoT will debut 
exclusively on Walmart.com and at Walmart stores in 
October 2022, including NECA limited-edition figures 
and artifacts. 

Each AutoT series is a "mystery box" based on a specific 
pop-cultural property. When a consumer buys an AutoT 
box, they enter the digital code on their Walmart ticket 
into their personal account to find the collectible item 
they got. Rare "chase versions" signed by pop culture 
personalities and creators are among the available items. 

Source: BBC

Walmart announced the purchase of the e-grocery 
automation business « Alert Innovation ».  

Alert Innovation creates custom-built inventory-handling 
technologies. According to the announcement, Alert 
Innovation's Alphabot system is meant to store, retrieve, 
and dispense orders utilizing omnidirectional robots that 
move without lifts or conveyors, providing less space 
limitations and making the technology easier to scale. 

The retailer stated that it will collaborate with Alert to 
"scale their capabilities," stressing that the technology 
will speed up pickup and delivery for consumers. 

https://chainstoreage.com/walmart-takes-ebay-digital-collectibles-space  

https://www.retaildive.com/news/walmart-acquires-grocery-automation-fulfillment-Alert-Innovation/633545/#:~:text=The%20acquisition%20of%20Alert%20is,piloting%20the%20Alphabot%20in%202019. 

 

Credit: Chain Store Age Credit: Walmart

News 
From  

Walmart  

https://chainstoreage.com/walmart-takes-ebay-digital-collectibles-space


Source: BBC

Walmart is constructing a Future Fulfillment Network. 
  
Many retailers who utilize Walmart Fulfilment Services for their merchandise notice an average 
50% increase in sales. WFS is intended to assist sellers in growing their companies on Walmart 
Marketplace by generating more efficient sales at scale. 

Walmart's crucial component is the three-year growth of the next-generation FC network. The 
first site, in Joliet, Illinois, recently went up. That facility employs a new combination of people, 
automation, and machine learning to establish a new standard of fulfillment while maintaining 
a pleasant work environment for collaborators. More impressively, these anticipated next-
generation FCs could deliver next- or two-day shipping on millions of products to 75% of the 
US population, allowing everyone to shift the Atlanta facility to focus on fulfilling orders on 
Marketplace items. 

Source: BBC

https://corporate.walmart.com/newsroom/2022/10/10/developing-our-fulfillment-network-for-the-future  

 

News 
From  

Walmart  
Credit: Walmart

https://corporate.walmart.com/newsroom/2022/10/10/developing-our-fulfillment-network-for-the-future


https://digiday.com/media/google-trust-in-digital-experiences-has-declined/

Source: BBC

Google provided more information about My Ad Center. 

My Ad Center, introduced by Google in May, is a tool for users to control the ads on their 
smartphones. "Now, if you don't want your YouTube history to be used for ads personalization, 
you can turn it off in My Ad Center without impacting relevant recommendations in your feed" 
said Jerry Dischler, VP and general manager of ads at Google. 

These new information include how users may customize "sensitive" advertising such as those 
from alcohol, dating, gaming, parenting/pregnancy, or weight gain/loss industries. In contrast, 
in previous customization tools, like a YouTube viewer's history, were automatically utilized to 
guide how adverts were delivered to them. Now, they have the option to either choose what 
they prefer to see or to disable all types of personalization. 

Source: BBC

Credit: DigidayNews 
From  

Google



https://www.paymentsdive.com/news/paypal-launches-rewards-program-payments-honey/634360/

Source: BBC

Payments giant PayPal has established a rewards program. 

It allows customers to earn, spend, and manage their shopping incentives inside the PayPal 
app, expanding its rewards offering in the wake of the 2019 acquisition of Honey Science 
Corp, a digital shopping and rewards program company.  

PayPal Rewards provides a ubiquitous rewards program, where consumers can earn PayPal 
Rewards points and save money through cash back and discounts at participating retailers. 
PayPal Rewards will build upon the nearly $200 million PayPal consumers have already saved 
this year so far through PayPal Honey-enabled cash back and discounts.  

Customers can combine rewards earned across multiple PayPal products and shopping 
experiences including PayPal Honey browser extensions and the PayPal app, and in the future, 
various card products. 

Source: BBC

Credit:Getty ImagesNews 
From  

Paypal



https://retailbum.com/2022/logistics/ikea-tests-autonomous-delivery/ 

Source: BBC

IKEA is collaborating with the self-driving truck startup Kodiak Robotics to test 
autonomous deliveries in Texas. 

The firm is transporting merchandise between a distribution center in Baytown and an IKEA 
store in Frisco, Texas, using Kodiak's autonomous heavy-duty trucks. 

The pilot's goal is to learn how self-driving trucks may be used to improve road safety and 
working conditions for long-distance truck drivers.  

The self-driving trucks still have a safety truck driver behind the wheel, who is responsible with 
picking up  items and supervising the transportation to the stores. 

Source: BBC

Credit: Retail bumNews 
From  
IKEA

https://retailbum.com/2022/logistics/ikea-tests-autonomous-delivery/


3/ 
Global retail 
news & stories



BRANDS CONTINUE TO  
BET ON LIVE STREAMING & 

SOCIAL COMMERCE 



Amazon Beauty announces its first-ever Holiday Beauty Haul.  

It is a multi-week event featuring deals and discounts on a wide 
variety of beauty, men's grooming, and self-care items for everyone. 

Starting on October 4 and running through October 25, customers 
can shop exciting new deals across various Amazon Beauty themes, 
including holiday looks, winter skincare, men's grooming, appliances, 
and fragrances. In addition, Amazon Beauty will reveal new deals 
often, featuring brands such as Art of Shaving, Drybar, Honest Beauty, 
NYX, and more. 

Credit: Amazon Web Services 

Amazon Beauty kicks off first-ever Holiday Beauty Haul 
shopping event. 

https://chainstoreage.com/holiday-beauty-event-returns-amazon-livestream-shopping 

https://chainstoreage.com/holiday-beauty-event-returns-amazon-livestream-shopping


The portal lets creators earn a commission on any Walmart 
product links posted on any social media network, with no upper 
limit.  

According to the statement, Walmart Creator gives consumers 
performance information and product suggestions based on their 
preferences. 

Before the Christmas season, creators can apply for beta access. 
Walmart Creator will be officially launched in 2023. On the website, 
artists may also apply to participate in forthcoming marketing 
campaigns.  

The success of social commerce results from the combination of the 
product's attractiveness and the innovative shopping experience; it 
basically brings an original global experience. 

Credit: Retail Dive 

Walmart announced the beta release of its Walmart Creator 
platform to further its presence in social commerce.

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2022/10/19/walmart-bets-on-social-commerce-with-new-creator-platform/



TikTok Shop allows livestream viewers to purchase items by 
clicking on omnichannel links on the screen. 

TalkShopLive will supply the underlying technology and enable 
creators hosting the streams internally. 

TikTok Shop allows users to buy products through links on the app 
during live broadcasts, and the Los Angeles based TalkShopLive app 
works on a similar concept. TalkShopLive describes itself as a «  live 
streaming, social buying and selling platform » on its website. 

Credit: Charged Retail 

TikTok intends to launch live shopping in the United States 
and outsource the operation.

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2022/10/04/tiktok-set-to-launch-live-shopping-in-the-us-using-outsourced-tech/



CRYPTOCURRENCY IN RETAIL IS 
GAINING MOMENTUM 



In the Italian-speaking zone of Switzerland, McDonald's is now 
accepting Bitcoin as a payment method. 

Bitcoin Magazine posted a video on Twitter of someone purchasing 
food at a McDonald's digital kiosk and then paying for it at a 
standard checkout using a mobile app. 

The Tether (USDT) logo could be spotted next to the Bitcoin symbol 
on the credit cash machine, which is not surprising, as in March 2022, 
the city of Lugano announced it would accept Bitcoin and Tether.  

It's the second McDonald's location to accept crypto-payment. 
Indeed, since 2021, the fast-food brand accepts Bitcoin in El 
Salvador.  

Credit: McDonald

In a Swiss town, McDonald's has added Bitcoin and Tether to 
the payment options.

https://retailtechinnovationhub.com/home/2022/10/5/mcdonalds-adds-bitcoin-and-tether-to-payments-mix-in-swiss-town



Farfetch has announced that consumers in 37 countries will be 
able to purchase products on its platform using bitcoin. 

The premium fashion platform stated that it will initially take six 
cryptocurrencies, including Bitcoin, Ethereum, and USD Coin. 

Customers who have an existing cryptocurrency wallet can scan the 
QR code displayed on the checkout page to make a bitcoin payment. 

As a platform company, they are continually innovating to serve as 
the bridge for the luxury industry to new technologies and 
environments where the luxury customer is today, and where they’ll 
be tomorrow. With this move, they look forward to empowering their 
boutique and brand partners to embrace cryptocurrency. 

Credit: Farfetch

Farfetch will start accepting Bitcoin payments.

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2022/10/06/farfetch-to-start-offering-cryptocurrency-payments/



Google announced on October 11 that it will start receiving 
crypto payments via a partnership with Coinbase.  

Coinbase currently accepts payment in 10 cryptocurrencies, including 
Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin and Dogecoin, through its crypto 
payment platform, Coinbase Commerce. 

According to Thomas Kurian, CEO of Google Cloud, the partnership 
is to make building in Web3 faster and easier. Coinbase CEO Brian 
Armstrong said, “we could not ask for a better partner to help 
execute our vision of building a trusted bridge into the Web3 
ecosystem.”  

In exchange for Google using the crypto company’s payment 
platform, Coinbase will move some of its data, which were initially 
stored using Amazon Web Services, over to Google Cloud. 

Credit: Google

Google will start accepting crypto payments for its cloud 
services next year. 

https://techcabal.com/2022/10/12/google-partners-with-coinbase-to-accept-crypto-payments/



INNOVATIONS IN DIRECT TO 
CONSUMER SYSTEMS 



Los Angeles' Crypto.com Arena is ready to open two additional 
grab-and-go kiosks using Amazon's Just Walk Out technology. 

Debuting in October 2022 on time for NHL and NBA preseason 
games, the new stores enable customers to insert their credit cards at 
the entry gates and start shopping. Amazon's Just Walk Out 
technology determines what customers take from or return to the 
shelves as they select food and beverages. After they exit, the credit 
card a customer has inserted at the entry gate will be charged for the 
items they took. 

The Just Walk Out technology-enabled locations will sell beer, wine, 
seltzers, ready-to-drink cocktails, soft drinks, coffee, water, and other 
select food and beverage items. 

Credit: Business Wire

Crypto.com Arena opens stores with Amazon ‘Just Walk Out’ 
technology

https://retailtechinnovationhub.com/home/2022/10/5/cryptocom-arena-opens-amazon-just-walk-out-tech-powered-checkout-free-stores



A fast-food hamburger business is reimagining its drive-thru 
experience by focusing on communications technologies. 

The idea here is to notify consumers when they should arrive. 
Customers may choose or pre-book a time to pick up their order, or 
they can decide they want it immediately. At that point, they will have 
to wait X number of minutes at the counter and pick up their meal. 

This is a critical technology. It entails knowing when to remove things 
from the kitchen, display systems, and prepare them based on the 
time of those products and when the consumer will come.  

People obtaining a fresh hot product is key to the whole process.

Credit: CSA

Next-gen technology changes the drive-through at 
Smashburger.

https://chainstoreage.com/exclusive-qa-smashburger-transforms-drive-thru-next-gen-tech



DX Group has begun a three-year commitment to purchase an 
electric vehicle fleet for its delivery and logistics collaboration 
with Ikea. 

The courier service has financed £750,000, with more investment 
expected over the following three years, to develop an initial fleet of 
over 60 electric cars for the retailer's delivery services. 

The first phase began in August 2022, and consisted of twelve 
electric vehicles working from DX facilities in Southampton and 
Warrington. 

DX is now Ikea's largest provider of  home delivery services in the UK, 
and the move is part of their partnership's ongoing growth. 

Credit: IKEA

DX Group and IKEA launch an electric car initiative.

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2022/10/07/dx-group-launches-electric-vehicle-programme-with-ikea/



FOCUS: PINDUODUO, A 
CHINESE PLATFORM TO 

WATCH CLOSELY 



PIN DUO DUO Phenomenon

Pinduoduo is a Chinese online trading company, specializing in 
low-cost sales. 

This low-cost eCommerce platform is now China's third largest. This 
is despite its youth in contrast to established rivals like Alibaba and 
JD.com. 

But what makes Pinduoduo (PDD) so unique? 

The platform's Group Buying option is the standout feature. It allows 
customers to purchase their items at a reduced price if they can get 
as many people as possible to purchase the same product on the 
platform. 

This new approach to eCommerce, called social shopping, proved to 
be the key to Pinduoduo being one of the most popular eCommerce 
destinations for many consumers. Indeed, the retail price gap 
between Pinduoduo eCommerce and its competitors makes it a 
realistic alternative for many budget-sensitive Chinese customers.

https://techcrunch.com/2018/07/26/the-incredible-rise-of-pinduoduo/  

https://fashionchinaagency.com/selling-on-pinduoduo-good-idea-for-a-luxury-brand-in-china/ 

Credit: Alamy

https://techcrunch.com/2018/07/26/the-incredible-rise-of-pinduoduo/
https://fashionchinaagency.com/selling-on-pinduoduo-good-idea-for-a-luxury-brand-in-china/
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PinDuoDuo, dubbed the "Dark Horse," is China's fastest-growing 
B2C ecommerce company, with an 807% rise in the last three 
years. 

The platform had over 643 million monthly active users in 2020, 758 
million in 2022, and received up to 100 million orders every day. 
Females aged 30 to 49 in third-tier cities or beyond make up around 
60% of PinDuoDuo demographics, compared to other ecommerce 
platforms. Furthermore, the average order value is just USD 6, which 
is far lower compared to other ecommerce sites. PinDuoDuo is an 
excellent platform for marketers targeting price-conscious middle-
aged consumers.

https://www.asiapacdigital.com/digital-marketing-insight/china-ecommerce-2022 

https://techcrunch.com/2018/07/26/the-incredible-rise-of-pinduoduo/  

Some statistics 

https://www.asiapacdigital.com/digital-marketing-insight/china-ecommerce-2022
https://techcrunch.com/2018/07/26/the-incredible-rise-of-pinduoduo/


Source: https://marketing-chine.com/pinduoduo-le-guide-etape-par-etape 

Best practices to sell on Pinduoduo

 

Pinduoduo has a wide range of marketing tools to help merchants 
increase their sales. 

Pinduoduo live-streaming, for example, is a great way to interact with 
consumers and encourage them to form a buying team for a product. 
An amazing way to promote one' s store and take advantage of the 
current trend of social media growth in China is to have KOLs 
promote your products on your behalf. They will make a live video, 
talk about your items in detail and recommend them to their fans. 

Also, one of the best ways to boost sales on one's Pinduoduo store is 
to use paid ads targeted at their customers. By placing ads on 
Chinese social networks, you ensure that you reach customers who 
are likely to share your products to get deep discounts and, 
therefore, increase your sales.







h/commerce continuously 
monitors markets, anticipates 
changes in future behaviors and 
identifies insights that impact retail: 
thematic dossiers.  
You can contact us if you want to order some copies  
elisa.le-breton-morlet@havas.com 
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